Good Morning Year 3 and 4.
It is Thursday and although the weather may not be as nice we can still stay active. Think
about active things we can do indoors – this could be as simple as tidying the house, climbing
the stairs or doing an online workout.
It was lovely speaking to many of you. Remember teachers will be calling each week so if
you miss their call please don't worry they will try again next week. If you would like the
teacher to call again this week please email us.
Today’s challenges are:
- Roman Museum – The Romans used something called Roman Numerals to show numbers
using the Latin alphabet. Roman numerals are written in order from largest to smallest and
from left to right but never more than three identical symbols. Instead subtraction can be
used- when a smaller number appears in front of a larger number it needs to be subtracted. So
V = 5, VI = 6 (5+1) and IV = 4 (5-1). Research Roman numerals finding the numbers 1 to 10
as well as 50, 100 and 500. Make your own poster to help you remember these - you could
then write your own numbers and test someone to see if they know what number it is. Send
us your challenges to see if we can work out the number.

- Draw a shape on a piece of paper and cover it. Get someone to play 20 questions asking
questions to guess your shape? They could ask does the shape have 3 sides, or does the shape
have perpendicular lines. Remember you can only answer yes or no to their questions. Can
they work out what shape you have drawn?

- What does diversity mean to you? There are 60 million people in the UK and we are all
different. Think about your favourite food, movie, sports and colour. Ask 4 other people. Are
all your answers the same? Diversity includes people of different gender, age, race, religion,
beliefs as well as many other things. It is important that everyone respects and celebrates each
other’s differences. Write an acrostic poem about diversity.
Have a lovely day!
Warmest Regards
Mrs Keddy, Mrs Kent and Ms May

